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•At a glance, Xero’s dashboard lets you:
•View a summary of all your bank accounts’ details & balances
•Quickly see how much money you have coming in and going out
•Keep a watchlist of all your favourite accounts you like to monitor
•Keep an eye on outstanding staff expense claims
•The ability to drill down to see transaction details
•Everything you need is there – at the click of a button
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Banking
Xero has made bank reconciliation easy & fun. You can automatically
import your bank statements into Xero daily, so you don’t waste time
downloading bank files manually. I will show you how easy in the demo
shortly.

Invoicing
Xero’s intuitive invoice entry means you can enter your invoices quickly
and efficiently, whether you are creating an invoice for one or many items.
You can create a schedule to automatically generate invoices on a regular
basis saving having to enter the invoice manually every month. You can
email formatted invoices directly to customers from within Xero and you
can choose to email a copy to yourself.

GST Reporting
Xero has a comprehensive set of reports allowing you to access your
financial information with ease in real time.
Calculating TAXST return is a simple matter of picking your dates.
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And, in terms of Verticals - Xero has huge appeal across a broad range.
Xero has a wide range of case studies which can be found at -
www.xero.com/whosusingxero

We have customers using (and loving Xero) from Trade (eg: plumbers,
Peter Jackson Plumbing) to Freelancers (eg:photographers Eva Bradley)
to Franchisees (eg: Subway) to Franchisors (RedHotCamera), even retail
suppliers (Made4Baby).
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“Don’t take our word for it – here are what some of our customers are
saying about Xero”
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Delete this slide if in UK

“Don’t take our word for it – here are what some of our customers are
saying about Xero”
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Go online and do 5-10 minute presentation.
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